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EDI Claims Announcement – EDI Production - Top Errors Summary for Release 3.1  
 

 

Date: September 12, 2018 

 

Claims EDI Release 3.1 is now in Production for OKWCC, and acknowledgements have been returned. We are excited to be 
the first state in the country to implement the IAIABC Claims EDI Release 3.1 standard. We want to thank all the trading 
partners for their testing efforts and we want to share some of the top errors we are seeing thus far.  
  
DN0002-063 - MAINTENANCE TYPE CODE (MTC) - INVALID EVENT SEQUENCE  
Element Error Text: NoForm2rcvd-MTC UR-sendMTC 00,04,UI,AU(F16) 
This was the highest volume error and it was expected, because many CC-FORM -2’s had not been properly filed with 
OKWCC, or perhaps the file was set up from a CC-FORM-3, and that was assumed to be the history record, but it was not.  
If you have an existing JCN with an alpha character in it from OKWCC, that file was set up from a CC-FORM-3 and not a CC-
FORM-2. 
 
If you received a TR for DN0002-063, this means OKWCC does not have a History record that matches the Employee ID, 
Employee Name and Date of Injury you sent on the FROI MTC UR (Update Report), so please file the appropriate FROI MTC 
00, 04, UI or AU, followed by the next Event.  Please note that even if a CC-Form-2 was sent, this does not mean the filing 
was perfected; if the CC-Form-2 was returned for errors and not re-sent, it would not have been filed in the Commission’s 
database. 
 
DN0200-039 - CLAIM ADMINISTRATOR ALTERNATE POSTAL CODE - NO MATCH ON DATABASE 

DN0014-039 - CLAIM ADMINISTRATOR POSTAL CODE - NO MATCH ON DATABASE 

DN0187-039 - CLAIM ADMINISTRATOR FEIN - NO MATCH ON DATABASE 

DN0006-039 - INSURER FEIN- NO MATCH ON DATABASE 

 

The next highest volume of errors pertained to Trading Partner Profile registration information (above) not matching with 

what is being sent on transactions. Please review the information you have registered with OKWCC, and quickly make any 

necessary changes to these profiles and submit them so they are in sync with the transaction information you are sending. 

We will be processing updates nightly until the end of next week. 

 

DN0028-111 – POLICY NUMBER IDENTIFIER – MUST CONTAIN VALID CONTENT 

DN0028-030 – POLICY NUMBER IDENTIFIER – MUST BE A-Z, 0-9, OR SPACES (OKWCC does not accept spaces per the DP rule)  

The next highest volume of errors pertained to Policy Number. The IAIABC DP Rule for this Data Element indicates it should 

not contain any embedded blanks, marks of punctuation or special characters. We saw several Policy numbers that 

contained embedded spaces or dashes, so please have these removed.  

 

DN0154-111 - EMPLOYEE ID ASSIGNED BY JURISDICTION - MUST CONTAIN VALID CONTENT 

If you are receiving this error, please review the Edit Matrix Population Restriction for this DN0154. If you have an SSN and 

the claim is a legacy claim, the last 4 or 5 digits of the SSN should be sent in this field. If it is a new claim, the last 5 digits of 

the SSN should be sent in this field.  If the full SSN is sent in this field, it will reject. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact okwccedi@iso.com. 

Thank you, 

OKWCC EDI Support Team 
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